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SUMMARY

determinethe depthto the Moho discontinuityunderthe stateof

We have derived an analytical expression in the
wavenumberdomainfor calculatingthe gravityanomalycaused
by an exponentialdensitycontrastmodel for an interface (Xia
and Sprowl, 1990), above which the density contrastchanges
exponentiallywith depth. Constantdensitycontrastanda linear
density contrastare specific casesof the exponentialdensity
contrastmodel. The formula should be more efficient than
verticalprismmethodsfor linearor exponentialdensitycontrast.
The formula is tested using synthetic data. We employ the
approachpresentedby Xia and Sprowl (1992) to invert the
regional gravity anomalyof Kansasto determinedepth to the
Moho discontinuitywith an exponentialdensitycontrastmodel.
The inversionis constrainedby seismicrefractionalongthe twodimensionalprofile from Concordia,Kansasto Agate, Colorado
(Steeplesand Miller, 1989). The averagedensitymodel in the
crustof Kansasis alsodetermined.
INTRODUCTION

Kansas.
FORWARD FORMULA OF AN EXPONENTIAL DENSITY
CONTRASTMODEL
The exponentialdensitycontrastmodelis
A/$ z) = a + be+

(1)
where (a+b) is the’density contrastbetweensurfacerocks and
rocksbelow a densityinterfaceand p is a decayconstantwith
the unit of l/length. The gravityanomalycausedby the density
interface with this densitymodel is h = hr thz. The fist term
h,, which is causedby the constantdensitya, can be calculated
by Parker’s formula (1973). We have derived a formula
(Equation2) for calculatingthe gravityanomalyh2caused
by the
secondexponentialterm (seeAppendix).
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In the mappingof a densityinterface,complexgeology
requiresconsiderationof a variable densitycontrastabove the
interfaceas a functionof depth. It is well knownthatthe density
of sedimentary rocks increases with depth of burial (Athy,
1930). The density of the rocks rapidly increasesat shallow
depthsand increasesprogressivelylessrapidlyat greaterdepths.
An exponential density contrast model is a reasonable
approximationof a sedimentaryboundaryand is significantly
more appropriatethan a constantdensity contrastmodel or a
lineardensitycontrastmodel.
It is difficult, however,to deriveformulasfor calculating
gravity anomaliesdue to depth-dependent
densityin the spatial
domain. Reamer (1986) derived a formula for the gravity
anomalyof a linear densitycontrastmodel in the wavenumber
domain. Reamer and Fereuson (1989) also discussed an
inversion of gravity anoma6 into a density interface for the
linear densitycontrastmodel in the wavenumberdomain. It is
impossible to obtain an analytical expression in the spatial
domain for the gravity anomalyof even a simple geometrical
body when the density of the body varies exponentiallywith
depth (Murthy and Rao; 1979). Cordell (1973) proposeda
recursive procedure and Murthy and Rao (1979) extended
Hubbert’s (1948) line-internal method for the case of a linear
density model to obtain-an approximate solution for the
exuonentialdensitycontrastmodel. Chai andHinze (1988) and
Chenot and Debeglia (1990) presentedan approachbasedon
usingverticalprismswith the exponentialdensitycontrastmodel
in the wavenumber domain to invert gravity anomaly into
densityinterface.
In this paper,we first derive an analyticalexpressionin
the wavenumberdomain for calculatingthe gravity anomaly
produced by an exponential density contrast model for an
interface, above which density contrast changeswith depth
exponentially.In orderto showthat theanalyticalformulaof the
exponentialdensitycontrastmodel is correct,we calculatethe
anomaliescausedby a set of rectangleswith varying densities,
which are determinedby an exponentialmodel. The summation
of all anomaliescausedby therectanglesshouldbe very closeto
the anomalydirectlycalculatedby theformulaof theexponential
densitycontrastmodel. Finally, we invert the gravity anomaly
by iterative forward modeling (Xia and Sprowl, 1992) with the
exponentialdensitycontrastmodel and apply this approachto
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where F is Fourier transform;G is the gravitationalconstant;k’
is the wavenumbervector, k’ = k,& + k,,i;y,& and gy are the
unit vectorsin x and y directions,respectively; rt(&y) (ZT)
and Q(X,Y) (25) are the top surfaceand the bottomsurfaceof
the layer, respectively; St and 62 are the median values of
z~(x,Y) and z~(&y),respectively.
If/f is zero, the secondterm in Equation(1) becomethe
constantb, and Equation(2) turnsout to be Parker’sformulaas
expected. We have shown the linear density contrastmodel
(Reamer, 1986) is a specific case of the exponentialdensity
contrastmodel. A linear density model used by Reamer and
Ferguson(1989), for example,
p(z) = -750 + 100~ kgfm3, 0 I z I4km,
could be approximatelyexpressedby an exponentialdensity
contrastmodel
p(z) = 99,250 -loo,oooe-O~~tz~
It is also apparentthat calculationof h2 will require the same
orderof magnitudeof timeasthe calculationof hl. Equation(2)
shouldbe morecomputationally
efficientthanthe formulawhich
is basedon using vertical prisms with the exponentialmodel
(Equation 1) to tit an interface(Chai and Hinze, 1988; Chenot
and Debeglia 1990). The reason for this time consumedby
Fourier transformationin solvingEquation(2) is muchlessthan
thatof the approaches
of Chai andHinze (1988) andChenotand
Debeglia(1990).
TESTING BY A RECTANGULAR SOLID MODEL
We choosea rectangularsolidof dimensions1,000m x
1,000 m x 800 m (3,300 ft x 3,300 ft x 2,600 ft) with a
densitycontrast
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Ap(z) = 0 g/cm3, 0 m < z < 50 m,
I,?.1
:
Ap(I) = -0. 5e-“.w1*zg/cm3. 50 m I z 5 X50 m.
(3t,l
It is locatedin thecenterof thedataareawith top at a depthof SO
m (160 ft) and bottomat a depthof 850 m (2,800 ft). The data
set is 50 x 50 with a stationspacingof 100 m in both I andy
directions.
Figure 1 shows the solution of Esuation (2) with the
densityc&ntrastmodel of Equation(3). Th’e series‘& Equation
(2) are cut off after n is largerthan 8. The ratio of valueof the
eighth term to the summationof first seven termsis less than
1.5x

10w6,
demonstrating
rapid convergenceof Equation(2).

We divide the rectangular solid into eight thinner
rectangles,eachof which has thicknessof 100 m (330 ft). The
top of first thinnerrectangleis 50 m (165 ft) and its bottomat the
dipth of 150 m (495 ft),‘the top of the se&d thinnerrectangle
is 150 m (495 ft) and its bottomat the depthof 250 m (825 ft),
and so on. The values of density contrastfor each rectangle
from top to bottom are -0.457, -0.382, -0.319, -0.266, -0.222,
-0.186, -0.155, and -0.130 g/cmj, respectively. The anomalies
caused by all these thinner rectangles are calculated by a
rectangular formula (Nagy, 1966). Figure 2 shows the
difference between Figure 1 and the summationof anomalies
causedby all thesethinnerrectangles.
The maximumdeviationbetweenbothanomaliesis 0.25
mGa1, which is less than 5 percent of the amplitude of the
expected anomaly. The difference in the two anomalies is
caused mainly by noise of the Gibbs phenomenain Fourier
transformation.
INVERSE APPROACH
Two main steps in the iterative forward-modeling
approachare to determine an initial model and to modify the
model (Xia and Sprowl, 1992).
Initial model. We initialize ZT (the depthto the top of
the layer) to an averagedepthanddefine an exponentialdensity
contrast model and the depth to the bottom of the layer (ZB),
which are kept unchangedwhile solving for ZT. After these
three parametersare determined,we can calculatethe anomaly
due to the initial modelwith Equation(2).
Model modification. The formula used to modify
the depthto the densityinterfaceafter eachiterationis shownin
Equation(4) (Bott, 1960),
~~ =(g,-hik)/2~GAcLpi
(4)
where superscriptk is the ith iterationand subscripti is the ith
datapoint; AI$ is the modificationto the depthZq’, the depth
of ZT below point i at the kth iteration; giand 4’ are the
measuredand calculatedgravityanomalies,respectively;G is the
gravitationalconstant;and Api is the densitycontrast,which is
functionof the depth. Bott (1960) usedEquation(4) to modify
a twodimensionalgravitymodel.
Two error parametersusedto measurethe effectiveness
of the iterativeprocedureare a root-mean-square
error,RMS(.Q,
at the kth iteration,
RMS(k)=

pJc(hi -gi)
jli

(5)

andthe maximumdeviation,MAXD(kJ , at the kth iteration,

where N is the total numberof datapoints.

The inverse approachis describedby Xia and Sprowl
(1992). Iterative improvement in the depth to the interface
shouldcausereductionin bothof theseerrors,and the errorsare
minimized as the solution converges. In practice, a given
iterationmay not reducebotherrorssimultaneouslybecausethe
modificationsto the model are approximate.Iterationcontinues
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until no furtherimprovementin either error is realizedor when
RMS reachesthe accuracythresholdof the observational
data.
The uniquenessof the derivedmodelof depthto the top
of the layer is alsorestrictedby the uncertaintyin the assumed
exponentialdensity contrastmodel and the assumedaverage
depth to this interface. Clearly, reduction in the assumed
exponentialdensity contrast(or increasein averagedepth to
interface)increasestopographicrelief on the calculatedsurface.
Appropriate solutions are possible only when the initial
parametersare constrainedby other geologicalor geophysical
information.
GEOLOGICAL EXAMPLE
The regional gravity anomaly, which contains408 by
205 grid points, is the second order trend of the Bouguer
anomalyfor the stateof Kansasandis assumedto be due to the
Moho discontinuity(Xia, 1992). We try to invert the regional
gravity to derive the depth to the Moho discontinuityby the
approachdiscussedin abovesection. We assumean exponential
densitycontrastfor the crust. The inverseresultis constrained
by seismicrefractiondata (SteeplesandMiller, 1989). We use
the trial-and-errormethodto determinethe averagedepthto the
Moho andthe exponentialdensitycontrastmodel. The criterion
is thatthedeterminedexponentialdensitycontrastmodelandthe
averagedepthto the Moho shouldproducethe bestcoincidence
between the gravity inversion and the seismicdata along the
refractionprofile.
We finally determinedthe averagedepthto the Moho as
37.0 km and the exponentialdensitycontrastmodelas
Ap(z) = -l.Oe-n.~~s’2 g/cm3,
(7)
where the unit of depthz is km. Thus, thedensitycontrastwith
the mantle is - 1.0 g/cm3at the surfaceand -0.50 g/cm3at the
averagedepth of the Moho. This suggestsa surfacedensityof
2.35 g/cm3 and a density of 2.85 g/cmj.at depth of 37.0 km
(23.0 mi). The averagedensitycontrastcan be determinedby
Ai? = &3j~l.0e~.D187z&

.

n

= -0.72 g/cm3.

(8)

Therefore,theeaveragedensityof the crustis 3.35 - 0.72 = 2.63
g/cm3, which is less than the conventional density for
continental crust of 2.67 g/cm3. The density values are
geologicallyreasonable.
We defined the lower interfaceZB = 100km. An initial
guess for ZT is 37.0 km. The initial errors are RMS= 25.7
mGal and MAXD = 76.8mGa1. Five iterations reduce the
errorsto RMS= 0.8mGal (1.O%of the maximumreal anomaly)
and MAXD = 11.5 mGa1. The calculationstook 824 CPU
secondson a Data General MV20000 (for constantdensity
model, 529 CPU secondsare neededin three iterations. CPU
timeusedper iterationis largelymodelindependent).The final
result,which representsthe depthto a smoothedsurfaceof the
Moho, is shown in Figure 3. The gravity inversion for the
depthto the Moho at Concordia,Kansasis 35.2 km (21.9 mi),
which is 0.8 km shallower than the result from seismic
refraction. The inverted depth to the Moho at the intersection
point of the Kansas - Colorado boundary and the seismic
refraction orofile is 43.5 km (27.0 mi). which is about 1 km
deepertha; the resultfrom seismicrefr&ion. The thinnercmst
in the area around 97.2 degrees of the longitude and 39.2
degreesof the latitudeis the areapostulatedby Miller (1983), as
high-velocitycrust, Both gravity and seismicdata suggestthe
presenceof mantlematerialat fairly shallowdepthsin thisregion
of the CNARS. The inverse result from gravity data looks
reasonable,but there clearly is someedgedistortioncausedby
theGibbsphenomenonof Fouriertransform.
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APPENDIX. Derivation of the Formula CalculatingGravity
Anomalydue to anExponentialDensityContrastModel
The exponentialdensitymodelis
p(z) = a t beep

(A.11

The gravityeffect due to thisdensitymodelis givenby
h=h,tb,

(A.21
where the first ferm ht, which is causedby a constantconuast
densitymodel a, can be calculatedby Parker’sformula. In the
following paragraphs,we will derive the formulafor calculating
the secondterm hx, which is causedby the exponentialdensity
contrastmodel.
The gravity anomalycausedby a single-pointmassof a

body m(?&,) locatedat (G,zo) (6 is the horizontalposition
vector, 6 = ~02~+ y&,

i$ and zy are the unit vectorsin x and

y directions,respectively;zo is the vertical coordinate of the
locationof the point-mass).
&(7)

= m(~,zo)g~(r’-a,z,)drodyodz,,

where &(F,zo) is the anomaly of unit mass, r’ = xZ, t ~2~.
Integrationover the limits of thebodyyieldsthe anomalycaused
by theentirebody:

Fourier transformationof both sides of Equation (A.3) and
reorderingyields
F[q(r’)] = ~J:‘~~(io.zo)F[~~(~-~,zo)]dz~~od~o
0 1z&1
=jj Jm(~~,z~)e-6~roF[g,(i,zo)]dzodxody,
70z*(%)
where

JJ.

L

Now replacingthe two inner exponentialtermsby power series
and performing some minor simplification yields the final
equation

(A.4)

F[ gd(7, zo)] = 2&e+lZo

(ASa)
is the expressionof the single-pointmassin the wavenumber
domain; G is a gravitationalconstant;k’ is the wavenumber
vector (i = k,Zx t k&); zl(%) and z,(a)are the top surface
andthe bottomsurfaceof the layer,respectively;and
m(ifo,zo)= be+‘O
Substituting Eqiations (A.5) into Equation (A.d;‘:ki
performingtheintegrationover zo yields

I&(?)] = 2tib
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C
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?I=1
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Figure 1. The gravityanomalycausedby the rectangularsolid
model with the densitymodel shownin Equation(3)
calculatedby Equation(2). Contourintervalis 0.5
m&l. The unit in bothx andy directionsis one station
spacing,100 m.

I

Figure2. The differencebetweenthe gravityanomalyshown
in Figure 1 andthe summationof gravityanomalies
causedby the eight thinnerrectangularsolidswith the
densitymodelshownin Equation(3) andcalculatedby
the rectangularformula(Nagy, 1966). Contourinterval
is 0.1 mGal. The unit in bothx andy directionsis one
stationspacing,100m.
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Figure 3. The depthto the Moho discontinuitycalculatedby inversionof Kansasgravitydatawith the
exponentialdensitycontrastmodel shownin Equation(7). The blackspotshowsthe locationof
Concordia,Kansas. Contourintervalis 0.2 km. Datum is sealevel. Coordinatesin x andy directions
are degreesof longitudeandlatitude,respectively.
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